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Together, We Can Reimagine Education

We equip educators with best pedagogical practices, tools, and an online collaborative network 
to transform teaching and learning experiences and environments using innovation.



Learning Targets

Understand the Zone of Predictability vs. the Zone of Possibility and how one can reframe 
learning experiences, utilize mindsets, and implement innovation design thinking to invite 
learners and leaders into exploratory and experiential learning. 

Experience the power of reframing a lesson for deeper learning. 

Recognize the need to lower the barriers of ideation angst for students  to feel safe to ideate 
without limits and learn strategies to achieve this.
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Draw a Vase



Design a way for people to enjoy flowers in their 
home
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ChangeMaker Mindsets ™ 



What is Innovation Design Thinking?

“Equips individuals with problem solving ideas and skills to create perpetual and sustainable 
change in the world through modes and methods”

Utilizing the Innovation Design Thinking Process, Modes, and Methods is the first step to deeper 
learning in the classroom.  The deeper learning movement supports the development of 
essential skills in the context of mastering core academic content through meaningful, 
relevant, and applicable work.  Ultimately, we want students to be able to go out into the world 
to solve complex problems, create opportunities, and facilitate change.

#ChangeMakers
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Why 7 Modes? 

Collaborate  Connect

Our ChangeMaker Innovation Process™  is distinctive because it extends beyond the 
mode of “Create” to” Collaborate” and “Connect”. These modes  and the sub-mode of 

communication provide a vehicle for deeper learning and engagement in the 
classroom.



What is a “prototype” anyways? 

A prototype is anything that takes physical form: creation, space, event, experience, object, or 
story. 

















Incubate to Innovate Resources



ChangeMaker Innovation Process™ & Methods for Education



Framework for Exploratory & Experiential Learning 



ChangeMaker Mindsets ™  Tool Kit 



ChangeMaker Field Guide Tool Kit 



Incubate to Innovate’s 
ChangeMakers for Impact
We believe in the power of  solving problems and creating
opportunities TOGETHER

This online  collaborative community was 
built  for educators and ChangeMakers who 
want to learn, grow, connect, create, build, 
and resource  one another for education 
reform, social change &  widespread impact.



Join for IMPACT

● Experience exclusive content, idea, course, 
and discussions.

● Share stories, experiences, and ideas that 
inspire #ChangeMakers

● Make better solutions about the things that 
matter most to YOU.

● Collaborate & Connect to solve problems and 
design solutions together to meet needs.

● Have an impact by contributing to the 
community we are building online and in real 
life.



Closing Key Questions:

How can you effectively move students from the “Zone of Predictability” to the “Zone of 
Possibility” where deep learning takes place within your school? 

How can you provide teachers with needed tools, training, or an online community for 
exploratory & experiential learning that readily prepares students for a complex, rapidly 

changing word?

How can Incubate to Innovate help your school to achieve systematic, systemic, and 
sustainable implementation of exploratory & experiential learning using innovation 

design thinking?



I Like, I Wish, I Wonder



Sign Up!
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